






4 Minutes of New Medicines Committee 
DATE:  6th July 2022 

 

5.2   Oral Semaglutide (Dr , Diabetes Consultant ay UHNM) 
*for clinical consideration by the NMC with the caveat that there is more work to 
do surrounding the finance aspects of the paper 
 

This paper was submitted to the June APC but given this skipped the normal 

governance route it was redirected to be reviewed by the NMC. 

Oral semaglutide is the first oral glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1) receptor agonist 

available drug for treatment of type 2 diabetes; it is available in different strengths 

and will be considered for use by patients who are sub-optimally controlled.  The 

clinical trials information has been included in the briefing paper, for reference. 

Side effects include occasional vomiting/bowel movements.  The medication 

should be taken on an empty stomach with a small glass of water; 14mg is the 

recommend oral dose.   

 

 asked if all strengths are the same price; Dr  confirmed that it is not 

uncommon with newly marketed drugs.  The plan would be to get all patients up 

to 14mg.   added that if patients are aware of oral availability they may refuse 

injections, which will generate system wide costs savings.   

 asked if the oral preparation will remain amber on the formulary.  Dr  

said that there is no specific training, the dose will be titrated upwards.  In 

surrounding areas it will be green on the local formulary; Dr would be 

happy for local GPs to initiate the drug, and offered to provide training for local 

GPs.   

 said that the caveat to having it as amber is that disparity may be evident due 

to patient choice.  Oral medication can be offered whilst waiting to see diabetes 

specialists and obtain injections.  The triple therapy option will be introduced, as 

this suits most patients.  

 

 thanked Dr  for attending the meeting today. 

  

The following points were raised by the NMC:- 

said that this medication can be seen as a natural progression for diabetes 

care; patients generally prefer not to use injections.  Robust processes need to be 

in place to monitor the criteria and to ensure that it meets guidance etc.   

 asked if there is a wider review taking place, as all injectables are currently 

amber.   clarified that this was not on the formulary, no cost analysis was 

available at the time it was submitted to APC.   estimated that costs would be 

in the region of £1 – 1.5 million; it is difficult to pull overall costs together.   

 asked about the prescribing RAG rating; and has concerns around bio-

availability and the specific way that patients have to ingest the medication.  An 

assessment process to see benefit for the resource would prove useful; it is 

important to see the improving status for patients.   

 said that a similar process is in place for the injectable version.  An ESCA is 

not needed, amber I would be the preferred way forward.   added that is it 

difficult to understand the capacity and demand if it becomes amber I.   agreed 

that it is complex to look at this review and harmonise with the other drugs. 

 said that Dr had mentioned that it is used in patients that were 

unsuitable for injection and by patient preference.   queried what the safety and 

monitoring issues members felt impeded oral semaglutide from being Green on 






